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The significance of the cloud platform for rapid on-site diagnosis and detection 

and remote monitoring of animal epidemic diseases 

⚫

⚫ The platform method is applicable to: grassroots, field and laboratory; Field 
monitoring and remote diagnosis of epidemic diseases, remote, synchronous 
and Shared detection data; Animal epidemic disease testing has been 
scientifically and standardized.



Portable time resolution detection 
technology.

The paper strip for quantitative 
fluorescence detection of 
readable values The portable fluorescence 

detection instrumen

The cloud platform for traceable 
monitoring



The paper strip for quantitative fluorescence 
detection of readable values

◆ Methods

Product preparation Adding test samples,
Reaction 15 minutes 
later on the computer 
to read the results, 
click the instrument to 
upload monitoring 
cloud platform 
network



The characteristics of
Pieces of the portable
◆ fool operation
◆ bluetooth wireless 
communication

◆ PC/APP software is 
universal

Main technical index
◆ precision ≤ 1.5%
◆ test time ≤ 5 seconds
◆ wide linear range: 4 
orders of magnitude

◆ automatic data 
processing and saving

Ultra-miniature portable fluorescent detector



on-site quick check box

Portable 
fluorescent 

immunoanalyzer

◆We have developed the 
docking between the on-
site quick check box and 
the cloud platform for 
traceability. Realize the 
combination of Internet 
and big data real-time 
analysis.

Bluetooth printer

Test strip

Waste collection box

Tool box: 3M 
mask, gloves, 
timer, 
marker, 
alcohol wool, 
power 
adapter
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Master station [total number of detection statistics], [geographic location of 

monitoring points], [real-time data of equipment detection] and [positive rate 

of monitoring of various diseases].
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Field purification detection and remote real-time monitoring and 

early warning of animals on the border of outer Mongolia (border 

of China and outer Mongolia)
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Remote purification monitoring of china-
mongolia border and border
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Animal purification detection and remote real-time monitoring and 
early warning on the border between China and outer Mongolia
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Pilot training on remote purification monitoring of farms on the 
border of China and Vietnam (china-vietnam border cattle farm)



Remote purification monitoring pilot project of frontier basic 
laboratory (guangxi longzhou - Vietnam border station)
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Pilot project of on-site purification detection and remote real-
time monitoring and early warning on china-kazakhstan border
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Epidemic monitoring station of the border laboratory of 
Yunnan-Myanmar
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Epidemic monitoring station of the border laboratory of 
Yunnan-Myanmar
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Epidemic monitoring station of the border laboratory of 
Yunnan-Myanmar
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Yunnan - myanmar border remote monitoring and early warning 
(Detection of smuggling and trafficking animals)
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Pilot training for laboratory monitoring of the monitoring 
stations in the border counties of China and outer Mongolia
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Remote monitoring and early warning of animal smuggling at 
border ports and roadways
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Disease species monitored
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Geographical location of equipment
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On-site detection results statistics of major animal epidemics
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Proportion of monitoring samples in different regions
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Ealuation of vaccine immune effect of major animal epidemics
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Statistics of positive rate of testing samples
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Comparison of positive rate of monitoring of different 
diseases throughout the year



Platform foresight

延迟符

04 Big data analysis
After the detection data is 

synchronized to the software platform, 

the platform conducts big data 

analysis on the original data according 

to the data parameters and calculation 

model, and finally presents it in the 

form of visual charts to provide 

decision reference for users.

02 Data realtime

On-site test data can be uploaded to 

the data platform in real time, and 

archived automatically according to 

the region, equipment and other 

dimensions. Users can view and 

export data reports in real time 

through the background of the 

platform.

01 On-site inspection

Users can carry portable testing 

equipment to carry out rapid 

testing through samples and test 

strips in the field, and see the 

testing results in real time, which 

improves the testing efficiency.

03 The Internet of things
The software platform integrates 

on-site detection equipment, not 

limited to the type and location of 

equipment, to ensure real-time 

communication between the 

platform and equipment.

Platform 
analysis



Based on this topic, 7 software invention Copyrights authorized by 
the National Copyright Administration were declared.



Based on this platform, 17 national invention patents or utility 
model invention patents are applied and accepted, among which 

many are authorized.


